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Reviewer’s report:

- I still do see a problem with the resting SVRI values significantly differing between control and septic animals. The authors discuss their finding of increasing pulsatility index on the background of "a more potent vasoconstrictor activity in this early phase of experimental shock" that "overwhelms autoregulatory vasodilation". They argue with a "strong vasoconstrictor activity present causing an increased SVRI". However, since resting SVRI values in septic animals are almost halve that of control animals, the increasing SVRI under septic conditions may be questioned. The authors should either reproduce their results by presenting cohorts with homogenous resting conditions, or at least restructure their discussion by avoiding references to changing SVRI values.

- Please decide to use either a non-parametric (Mann-Whitney U) or a parametric test (Students T) to compare variables of the two groups instead of using both tests. Since the data are not normally distributed, a non-parametric test should be used in general.

- Furthermore, correlations (Fig. 1) between not normally distributed data should be analyzed using a rank correlation method such as Spearman's Rho instead of product-moment correlation.

- p6, l19 should be "…the inclusion of 20 animals was planned…" instead of "… were planned…".
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